Nine-year-old Zech sat in the principal’s office at his Council Bluffs elementary school and stared out the window. He was worried for his mom, Chrystal, to arrive. It was the third time in one week he had gotten into trouble for damaging school property by jumping on desks in his classroom. He knew his mom would be upset, but he didn’t know how to change his behavior—just that he felt so angry all the time.

Early that year, doctors diagnosed Zech with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), Autism, and Childhood Bipolar Disorder. In an effort to help him, Zech’s doctor put him on medication, but that only made things worse for Zech because it gave him seven hallucinations.

When Chrystal arrived, Zech principal brought both of them into her office to discuss his well-being. His principal knew he needed more guidance and help than her school could provide. She suggested they work together to find an educational setting that would better meet Zech’s needs. Their efforts led Zech to the Therapeutic School at Heartland Family Service.

At first, Chrystal was hesitant about sending Zech to the Therapeutic School, but when she visited and saw Zech attending classes and participating in activities with other students, she realized they needed a more comprehensive, far-reaching approach. Now, when Zech is upset, he channels his feelings into drawing or listens to music, rather than lashing out.

Zech is thrilled at the opportunity to attend school regularly this fall for the first time in seven years. He’s happy he’ll start his sophomore year at Abraham Lincoln High School in Council Bluffs. He looks forward to going to college and to continuing to grow into a positive, helpful young man.

Zech is thrilled at the opportunity to attend school regularly this fall for the first time in seven years. He’s happy he’ll start his sophomore year at Abraham Lincoln High School in Council Bluffs. He looks forward to going to college and to continuing to grow into a positive, helpful young man.

When Zech was a toddler, he suffered abuse. As a result, he began acting out by throwing things and damaging school property by jumping on desks in his classroom. He knew his mom would be upset, but he didn’t know how to change his behavior—just that he felt so angry all the time.

According to the National Sexual Violence Resource Center (NSVRC), one in three women and one in six men in the United States have experienced sexual violence in their lifetime. Sexual Harassment is also the most under-reported crime, as 63% of these crimes are not reported to the police.

This year’s event theme will be a celebration of our Domestic Violence/Sexual Assault and Heartland Housing Sanctuary programs. Strengthen Our Survivors, which features brunch and a vendor fair, will be held on Saturday, April 6 at Oak Hills Country Club, and the 10th Annual Safe Harbor Golf Tournament will be held on Monday, September 23, at Eagle Hills Golf Course. For more information on how to be a sponsor, or to buy tickets, visit HeartlandFamilyService.org/events/.

Our Culture of Inclusion: The Power of Choice

Through our HeartWorks Council, Heartland Family Service has created a Culture of Inclusion to make sure our staff and clients feel welcomed, valued, and supported. We created the initiative “Faux–the–Future” in a future of Trauma Informed Care (TIC). TIC is an approach to engaging people who have histories of trauma and acknowledges the role trauma has played in our lives. It recognizes the presence of trauma symptoms and acknowledges the role trauma has played in our lives.

In order to be trauma-informed, we believe in approaching clients and co-workers with the understanding that trauma is a lived experience, as it plays a powerful role in the lives of each of us.

We understand motivation comes from within, and creating and keeping change is only made possible by the option to choose. In order to provide an emotionally and physically safe place to learn and work, we allow people to change their minds at any time.

For more information on our HeartWorks Council, our Culture of Inclusion, and the Vision of Trauma Informed Care, contact our Diversity Outreach Officer, Keshia Garnett at KGarnett@HeartlandFamilyService.org. 
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Zech Discovers His Path to Well-Being

When Zech was a toddler, he suffered abuse at the hands of a close relative. Soon after, he began acting out by throwing things and hitting his mother. By the time he was in elementary school, his behavior had gotten out of control.
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Dear Friends:

This winter may have been cold and snowy, but that did not discourage people from being warm and generous in supporting our many programs and services. Individuals and families from across the metro area came out on cold nights for our annual “Carnival of Love” Gala, which was a great success!

Thank you for bringing your support to National Association of Social Workers Day. The robust growth within families is one aspect that keeps them thriving, even during trying times of difficulty. Our agency greatly values the donors and dedicated volunteers who continue to help our community continue to support.

Each year, we take time to honor exceptional families and a family advocate at our “Salute to Families” recognition program. We established this program in 1982 to feature the abundance of strong family life in our community. The honorees are selected at random, and we are recognizing all families while also recognizing the efforts of families and family advocates who work tirelessly to support the needs of our communities.

If you wish to learn more about the work we are doing in our community and how you can help, I’d love to talk with you! You can reach me at (402) 552-7475.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

On April 6, join us in supporting our Domestic Violence/Sexual Assault program and Heartland Housing, a new program launched in November of 2019 that supports families in our community. See the Date for the Omaha Gives! event on May 22 at 24-hour online celebration of charities. Show your support of HFS by making your donation through the Omaha Gives! website at any time on May 22 and 23. All proceeds will go to support the Domestic Violence/Sexual Assault program and Heartland Housing, Sanctuary, a new program launched in November of 2019 that supports families in our community.

On June 16, join us in sponsoring our 20th annual “Carnival of Love” Gala at the Mid-America Center in Council Bluffs, Iowa. This music-themed dinner features entertainment, dinner, games, silent auctions, and dinner to support our programs and services for survivors of domestic abuse. The evening will begin with a special segment honoring our families and family advocates and will be sponsored by the Lincoln Leadership Awards. For more information, to purchase tickets and to view the honorees’ profiles, visit: HeartlandFamilyService.org/2022Gala.

Donor Spotlight: The Langenberg Family

The programs and services of Heartland Family Service are made possible through the generosity of donors. Through their donations to Heartland Family Service’s programs and services, individuals and families can break free from the cycle of domestic violence, sexual assault, human trafficking, and poverty.

David, Brenda, and their daughter Olivia have donated time and financial support to Heartland Family Service’s programs and services for many years. “Witnessing the recovery celebration and its impact on the graduates of the programs that we support is one of the greatest sources of motivation and passion for us,” states Brenda. “We are proud to be part of the Heartland Family Service Community Advocates.”

Their daughter Olivia interned with the Community Relations Department in the summer of 2019, which she says created a humbling effect and appreciation for community service.

“I’m so happy to be part of the HFS family,” states Brenda. “Not only has the program been a wonderful resource for me personally, but it has led to an emotional impact.”

The Langenbergs are honored and inspired by the stories of lives that have changed and turned around in these communities, which will continue with them for years to come.

Heartland Family Service hosts two events to support our mission: the Omaha Gives! gala in the fall for a photo before the program.

Supporter Spotlight with Marzia Puccioni Shills, Chief Development Officer

Staying Calm While Managing Financial Stress

Individuals and families face many day-to-day stresses, and a financial crisis may be the last thing on their mind. Financial stress can lead to negative possibilities that can arise from financial stress, such as a mortgage or renter’s insurance. As a group, take some time to determine your family’s financial status, and you may prevent stressful situations that can worsen your financial situation.

For more information on the programs and services of Heartland Family Service, visit: HeartlandFamilyService.org.
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